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1.

Background
1.1. In the late 2015, I learned that the proposed Salary
Standardization Law of 2015 was being deliberated by
Congress which among others provided for the suspension
of pension indexing to prevailing rate for the retired
military and uniformed personnel (MUP) until such time
that a new MUP pension system shall be adopted.
1.2. The MUP includes the uniformed members of the AFP,
PNP, Coast Guard, BJMP, BFP, BUCOR , and NAMRIA. The
MUP pension system is non contributory, meaning that
members do not contribute to their pension through
deductions from their monthly pay while in the active
service, unlike the members of GSIS. It is funded through
annual general appropriation. Their pension is indexed or
automatically adjusted to the prevailing rate for those in
the active service. Their pension system is provided for by
pertinent laws.
1.3. Considering that said suspension was unjust and uncalled
for, I wrote Senator Antonio “Sonny” Trillanes, then
Chairman of the Senate Committee on National Defense
and Security (CNDS), and a number of other senators
expressing concern about said suspension. I also posted
the same concern to the PMA Class ‘71 yahoo group
account.
1.4. Also, in December 2015, I attended the hearing of the
CNDS on Senate Bill 3031 which proposed to make the
MUP pension system contributory. I submitted and
presented my written position paper recommending that
the military pension system be exempted because its non
contributory nature was provided by the Commonwealth
Act No. 1 of 1935, it being patterned after the pension
system of the United States Armed Forces.
1.5. From then on, I have researched on the MUP Pension
System and occasionally wrote papers advocating for
resumption of pension indexing in my capacity as a
resource person for the Confederation of Uniformed
Services Associations (CONUSA) which include AGFO,
PMAAAI, NARAAI, PRAI, and other retirees’ and veterans’
associations. Also, as personal initiative, I kept on
forwarding such comments to some legislators, PMA
classmates, senior DND/AFP/PNP officials, active or
retired, through e-mail.
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1.6. This paper enumerates MUP successes and defeats which
could serve as sources of lessons learned and inspiration
for the MUP to unite and persevere in promoting the
common good regarding their pension system. It has
annexes that provide details, the truth, on how the
Senate supported pension indexing in 2015 and 2017 in
an unprecedented manner.
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2.

Successes of the MUP
2.1. The Hotel Intercontinental brainstorm of 15 December
2015 between Secretary Ping Lacson, then resigned
Presidential Assistant for Rehabilitation and Recovery (in
Central Visayas after typhoon Haiyan), and Senator Enrile
(Annex A). Their telephone coordination with Senators
Greg Honasan and Tito Sotto resulted in the recall of the
Salary Standardization Bill 2015 from its approval during
third reading, back to second reading to support instead
of suspending the MUP Pension Indexing. The Senate
ultimately supported Pension Indexing; the Lower House
did not. Thus, no law was passed in 2015 that could have
suspended Pension Indexing, most likely, indefinitely.
2.2. Approval of Joint Resolution (JR) No. 1 by President
Duterte - the suspension of pension indexing to prevailing
base pay rate would be lifted effective 1 January 2019.
The pertinent provision on the matter was a last - minute
maneuver at the Senate and through the persistent
efforts of Senator Honasan, Chairman of the Senate
Committee of National Defense and Security and with
outright full support of Senator Lacson and Senator JV
Ejercito during the committee hearing on the JR adjusting
the BP of the MUP. In the end, the other senators followed
and supported the Pension Indexing. The Senate through
combined efforts of Senators Sotto, Honasan and Lacson
had to make a compromise with the Lower House which
supported DBM Secretary Diokno’s proposal to suspend
Pension Indexing until a new MUP Pension System shall
have been enacted. For further details please refer to
Annex B (Summary of events leading to approval of JR No.
1 S 2018).

Assessment: The MUP owe the Senate a lot for its full support to the
above successes and which may well be considered unprecedented
in the history of Philippine legislation. Twice, the Senate opposed
an unjust proposal that would ultimately be detrimental to the
morale of the MUP. It was a balancing act to the desire of financial
technocrats in government to treat MUP Pension Indexing from a
purely financial perspective that is, minimize its cost, by all means.
The MUP ought to know; the people ought to know: we have a
good Senate.
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The total MUP pension indexing will amount to at least P50 billion
in 2019 and annually thereafter, benefiting more than 220,000
pensioners. About 69 percent of the amount will go to enlisted
personnel (EP) and equivalent ranks; 27 percent to officers; and
only four (4) percent to general and flag officers. Furthermore,
about 89 percent of pensioners are EP. Hence, the great majority of
the MUP beneficiaries are those from the lower ranks.
3.

Defeats suffered by the MUP

		

3.3. Prolonged and Unjustified Delays in the Payment of
		Pension Arrears
		

3.3.1. For more than 15 years since 2001, DBM had
not allocated funds for the annual AFP and PNP
pension arrears until President Duterte ordered
their payment in 2016. For the AFP, the arrears from
2001 to 2013 amounted to P18.960 billion. For its
partial allocation in 2017, some amount had been
withheld by DBM for various justifications. Such
arrears are in accordance with laws and should
have been in the proposed budget annually yet
DBM, in the past (2016 and earlier), had continued
to defy them and able to get away with it; thereby,
resulting in demoralization among affected
pensioners some of whom already passed away
before receiving their differentials.

		

3.3.2. Delay for future funding of pension arrears for 2018
pursuant to JR No 1 is likely to occur. Total funding
needed is P40 billion.

		

3.3.3. Recommendation: the matter should be brought to
the attention of the President so that DBM will be
ordered to fund the P40 billion pension arrears for
2018 in the President’s budget for 2020.

3.1. EO 201 Deprived the MUP of Benefits Due them in 2016
		and 2017
		

		

3.1.1. After President Aquino failed in his bid for
enactment of SSL of 2015 that would suspend MUP
Pension Indexing, he issued EO 201 to achieve what
he wanted. Thus, the opportunity for MUP Pension
Indexing to new rate for 2016 and 2017 was lost.
Moreover, those in the active service failed to
avail of adjustments of the allowances pegged to
the base pay for 2016 and 2017. EO 201 coined
the terms “provisional allowance” and “officers’
allowance” in lieu of base pay adjustment if only to
prevent Pension Indexing from 2016 and onward.
The estimated total lost pension benefits of retired
MUP for non indexing in 2016 and 2017 is about
P37.5 billion. The CONUSA, through a series of
letters to President Duterte recommended the
amendment of EO 201 in order to provide for base
pay adjustment in lieu of provisional allowance and
officers’ allowance and allow Pension Indexing to
new rate effective 1 January 2016.
3.1.2. Recommendation: The amendment of EO 201
should be pursued in order to do justice to the
MUP, active or retired, who had been unlawfully
deprived of benefits due them in 2016 and 2017.

3.2. Improper implementation of RA 9166 resulted in reduced
		
increase in the base pay of military personnel
		

3.2.1. DBM had not adjusted the base pay of the military
in accordance with the RA 9166 which provides
for equivalent salary grade in each military rank.
Under JR No.4 S 2009 (Salary Standardization in
four tranches that was completed by 2012), the BP
rates of military personnel at all ranks were lower
than those provided for equivalent salary grades.
Likewise, under JR No.1 S 2018, the BP rates for
the Chief of Staff AFP (CSAFP) down to master
sergeant are lower than their equivalent salary
grades but pay rates for technical sergeant and
below are higher than those for their equivalent
salary grades because President Duterte wanted
to give higher salary increase to lower ranked
MUP. Thus, in aid of legislation, I submitted the
observation through a letter to the staff of the
Senate Committee on National Defense dated 15
October 2018 for its review. For example, under RA
9166, the base pay of CSAFP should be that for SG
30 which for civilian officials of equivalent grade
is P175,184 (fourth tranche pursuant to EO 201).
However, JR No.1, only allows P149,785 for the BP
of CSAFP or P25,399 lower than that for his civilian
counterparts. Consequently, even the pension of
the retired MUP is shortchanged. If indeed the
disparity is unjustified, recovery of the annual
shortchange is very unlikely, unless JR No.1 will be
amended accordingly.

3.2.2. Recommendation: the matter should be taken up
with the DBM to clarify the issue so that future
salary adjustments of the military should be based
on RA 9166.

Annex A to Successes and Defeats in Defense of the MUP Pension
System
Hotel Intercontinental Brainstorm on 15 December 2015
Regarding Pension Indexing
a.

On 14 December, the Senate approved the Salary
Standardization Law (SSL) 2015 during its third reading
(vote:14-0). Since the equivalent bill at the House of
Representatives was already approved in its third reading,
it would have been an enrolled bill for signature of the
President into law.

b.

Secretary Ping Lacson, then resigned Presidential
Assistant for Rehabilitation and Recovery (in Central
Visayas after typhoon Haiyan) requested a meeting with
Senator Enrile at Hotel Intercontinental in the morning of
15 Dec., attended by Lt General Edilberto Adan (AGFO),
CSupt Van Luspo (PRAI), and me. They strategized; we
listened. After Ping called up Sen Honasan and Sen Sotto,
it was agreed that during the session in the afternoon, Sen
Sotto (being one of those who voted for the bill would
file a motion for reconsideration to deliberate again on
the bill with respect to the suspension of indexing of
uniformed services retirees’ pension under SSL 2015.
Upon motion, Sen Enrile would then have the floor for
the approval of the motion. Sen Enrile could not file the
motion since he was absent during the meeting. Neither
could Sen Honasan since he abstained during the voting;
he expressed concern about the adverse implications to
the retirees of said suspension. (I received information
that OP-DBM would not like the suspension deleted.)

c.

On advice of Ping, available retirees attended the session
in the afternoon. The plan was implemented. After the
motion, session was suspended; the Senators discussed.
After a few more minutes, the session resumed; cordial
discussion followed. One thing led to another, the
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Senate President then declared that the bill on second
(second??!!) reading was approved (unanimously), with
the sentence suspending the pension indexing deleted
as Ping worked for. After the approval, Sen Honasan,
Sen Marcos and Sen Trillanes approached us, retirees, to
exchange pleasantries. Sen Marcos remarked that it was
the first time he experienced that a bill already approved
on third reading could still be reconsidered as approved
on second reading to allow for amendments.
d.

e.

However, both houses failed to reconcile on the issue of
MUP Pension Indexing during the bicameral committee
meeting. The House of Representatives did not agree with
the Senate which insisted that Pension Indexing should
be maintained and not suspended. Hence, the SSL of 2015
was not enacted. In what may be considered a surprise
move, President Aquino issued EO 201 to provide for base
pay adjustment for all civilian government personnel with
provisions that would consequently deprive the MUP,
active and retired, of benefits due them in 2016 and
2017, until the approval by President Duterte of JR No.1
in 2018.
Indeed, the military and uniformed services owe it to
Ping and his friends in the Senate for their full support in
promoting their welfare. Had the SSL 2015 been enacted
as initially conceived, it would have been very difficult to
amend it so that MUP Pension Indexing could be resumed.

Annex B to Successes and Defeats in Defense of the MUP Pension
System

indexing. However, upon query of Sen Lacson, the DBM
rep informed that if pension indexing would not be
suspended, its total cost for 2018 would be P38.4B to
which Sen Ping commented that it was only one percent
of the total budget for 2018 (P3.8 trillion).
Likewise, upon query of Sen Lacson, it turned out that the
previous claim/allegation that pension of the retired MUP will
soon exceed the pay and allowances of MUP in the active service
is unlikely to happen and Sen Lacson termed it as just a “myth.”
For instance, if the JR is adopted with pension indexing, the PS of
the AFP would amount to P108 billion while pension would be P53
billion.
Sen Estrada expressed support to MUP Pension Indexing to
new rate.
(Later, Sen Honasan filed SJR No. 11 which also supported
Pension Indexing as in the case of SJR No. 10 by Sen Lacson.)
d.
		

1.

Bad news: Lower House approved HJR No. 18, with
provision suspending pension indexing. No member
present spoke in favor of said indexing.

		

2.

Another bad news: The Office of the President
endorsed to Senate, SJR No. 9 also suspending
Pension Indexing. According to Sen Lacson, Sen
Honasan did not agree.

		

3.

Then, a very good news: a complete turnaround/
reversal as President Duterte
reconsidered
and certified to the necessity of the immediate
enactment of Sen Honasan’s SJR No. 11 in lieu of SJR
No. 9. It is not known how Sen Honasan was able to
convince him to set aside SJR No 9.

Summary of Events Leading to Approval of Joint Resolution
No 1 S-2018
a.

5 Feb 2017 - BGen Lamberto Sillona, then Class
President of PMA ‘71, wrote Senator Gregorio Honasan,
Chairman, Committee on National Defense and Security
(CNDS),requesting him to initiate legislation which would
allow Pension Indexing for retired MUP. Later, it had been
made a basis for his staff to continuously coordinate with
DBM/Office of the President on the matter.

			
On 22 Sep 2017, DBM Secretary Diokno endorsed a
draft joint resolution increasing the base pay of active MUP
in lieu of provisional allowance and officers’ allowance
as provided in EO 201 but “strongly” recommending
suspension of Pension Indexing to the new rate. He did
not submit detailed justifications for such suspension
except for its “huge budgetary implications.”
b.

26 Oct 2017 - Sen Panfilo Lacson met with some retired
officers to listen to their views on the DBM - proposed JR.
Among other things, I explained that if there is no indexing
to new base pay, the pension of a CSAFP or Chief PNP will
be pegged to a rate that is even less than 50 percent of
those for retired members of the judiciary of equivalent
salary grade. I also suggested that data from DBM be
obtained on the budgetary cost of the MUP Pension
Indexing, compared with the total national budget.

(Subsequently, he filed SJR No 10 which would allow pension
indexing.)
c.
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29 Nov - Sen Honasan conducted CNDS hearing, with
Sen Lacson and Sen JV Estrada present. LtGen Edgardo
Batenga, Convenor of the Confederation of Uniformed
Services Associations (CONUSA), presented its position
favoring pension indexing. The DBM representative did
not present any justification for suspension of pension
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11 Dec. 2017 - from bad to good news all in one day:

Thereafter, Senators Sotto, Honasan and Lacson coordinated
with Cong Nograles of the Lower House in order for both houses
to come up with a unified version. To prevent a deadlock which
could delay its approval since 13 Dec would be the last day of
session for 2017, both parties compromised that suspension of
pension indexing to new base pay will be lifted automatically on 1
Jan 2019 or upon the effectivity of a pension reform law, whichever
comes earlier. Thus, the revised HJR No.18 would be adopted by the
Senate as the unified version.
e.

13 Dec 2017 - During the plenary session, and after
prolonged debates on its provisions (Sen Honasan
answering numerous questions from the floor), the
revised HJR No.18 was approved by all the 20 senators
present. (It must be clarified that contrary to earlier
publications in the social media, Liberal Party senators
voted for Pension Indexing not only in 2017 but also in
2015. No senator on both occasions voted against it.)

During the period of interpellation, it was clarified that
suspension of indexing would not mean loss of entitlement but
merely a delay in the implementation of indexing for 2018. Thus,
concerned MUP agencies shall include in their proposed budget for
2019, the cost of indexing for 2018 and 2019.
f.

01 Jan 2018 - Pres Duterte signed JR No.1.

The total MUP Pension Indexing will amount to at least P50
billion in 2019 and annually thereafter, benefiting more than
220,000 pensioners. It is estimated that 69% of the amount will go
to enlisted personnel and equivalent ranks; 27% to officers (01 - 06);
and only 4% to generals (07- 010). About 89% of pensioners are EP
and equivalent ranks.

